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KinderConnect Release Notes
Version: 2.0.7.15
SPR #

State

Problem

Solution

Standard Fixes
43304 NY

Modified the behavior of the Attendance page when the
user enters a Time In and Time Out pair that is are same
time. The cell turns red, and attendance cannot be
submitted until this is corrected.

43405 NY

Modified the system to only create one payment in CCTA if
the child has authorizations in multiple programs.

44132 NY

Corrected an issue where, under certain circumstances,
submitted attendance was not locked and could be
modified while in a submitted status.

44193 NY

Modified the steps needed to print a report. Now, when the
user selects the report they want to run, the system
automatically brings up the parameter screen for the report.
The user can enter the parameters and view the report.

44197 NY

Modified the Attendance page to all a user to move from,
and save, cells where incorrect data entry of attendance
causes the cell to turn red.

44204 NY

Modified the Attendance page so that the navigation bar is
always displayed at the top of the page.

44451 NY

Added report version numbers to the footer of
reports/forms printed from the portal

44527 NY

Users can no longer enter attendance times for the same
day where the time is greater than the current time. For
example at 2:00 PM on 6/1, you cannot enter a time in or
time out of 3:00 PM on 6/1.

44531 NY

Optimized the stored procedure used on the Sponsor
search page.

44566 NY

Corrected an issue that, in certain situations, caused the
system to generate an error when clicking on the History
link on the Attendance page.

44894 NY

Providers are now required to enter time in and time out
pairs, representing the time they are claiming, whenever
they select an entry other than 'Not Scheduled' from the
Absent dropdown. These times will be used by CCTA when
calculating a payment.
If a provider knows that they are not paid for absences,
there is no need to mark the day as absent.

44925 NY

Modified the system so that the most recent provider name
is what prints on reports from the portal.
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44936 NY

Modified the Daily Attendance Details report so that the
provider has the option to print it per family, with signature
lines per child.

45017 NY

Implemented a new Provider Message page. This page
displays a message from the local district is attendance
has been returned to the provider for correction. Please
see the user guide for more details.

45018 NY

Added a new Provider Payment page that displays
payments Paid in CCTA, along with the amount.
NOTE: The system will only display payments for the May
2012 billing cycle and beyond.

45019 NY

Added a new page that displays case information for a
family. Please see the user guide for more details.

45023 NY

Added the ability to enter a note when submitting
attendance. This note shows up in the alert queue for the
Payment Technician assigned to the provider.
Added the ability to Recall attendance that was submitted
in error, or needs to be corrected. Please see the user
guide for more details.

45025 NY

Added a new Provider Rates page. This page displays the
rates on file at the local district. Please see the user guide
for more details.

45078 NY

Implemented various changes to the layout and format of
the Attendance page. This was done to increase the
amount of information that can be displayed at one time.

45120 NY

Modified the Operator Search results to display all
locations that an operator is attached to.

45207 NY

45377 NY

In certain situations where children had authorizations in
two different programs, with different but overlapping
dates, at the same provider, CCTA would not create any
payments after the provider submitted attendance.

Corrected an issue with the stored procedure used for
creating payments for submitted attendance.

Corrected an issue that, in certain situations, was causing
duplicate data to show on the Daily Attendance Details
report.
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